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The Gehlen (originally Jahlen) house is one of about a dozen large stone houses, 
built in the late 1850's and early 1860's, which impart a particular character 
to the small village of St. Donatus. The village is situated on U.S. 52, 
southeast of Dubuque, in wooded, hilly country typical of northeast Iowa.

The Gehlen house is located at the crossing of the highway and a county road, 
at the center of the community. It is 2? stories high, constructed of local 
limestone which has been plastered on the exterior. The roof is a low-pitched 
jerkinhead gable, with ridge parallel to the main facade. At the rear is a 
two story gable-roofed wing, with walk-in basement.

The main facade is broken into seven bays, with entrances in -the second, fourth and 
sixth bays. The southeast end of this facade has modern plate-glass windows 
and an altered entrance. All other openings of the house feature wood lintels 
and sills. The side elevations have two 1/1 d.h.s. windows on each floor, and 
two nearly square windows in the attic story.

In the angle formed by the main block and the rear wing is a recently constructed 
frame sunporch.

There are two brick chimneys on the main roof, toward the northwest end (another 
was probably located on the jerkinhead of the southeast end) and one on the 
rear wing.

The southeast half of,the building (jpeluding the rear wing).contains a small 
shop area. Originally, a post office and barroom were also located here. The 
rest of the bujlding, including the second floor, is divided into numerous 
rooms of varying sizes (now apartments).

Behind the house' is a large barn, constructed of limestone. It is in poor condition, 
having lost half the gable roof in a storm. Openings vary in size and placement: 
they include wide entrances on the northeast and southwest sides, and narrow holes 
for ventilation scattered through the southeast end wall. All openings have wood 
sills and lintels. The upper floor of the barn is supported by massive hewn timbers.

Also on the property, between the house and barn, is a small garage constructed 
of clay tile which does not contribute to the significance of the resource.
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The^village of St. Donatus was originally settled, beginning in the late 1830's, 
by immigrants from Luzerobourg (and until 1870 was known as Tetes Des Mortes). 
During the late 1850's and early 1860's, these people built simple, yet sub 
stantial, side-gable houses of local stone, characterized by long main facades , 
with many windows and doorways,' h'arrow or" ndinexts^ent eaves, and", iri several 
instances, by the use of the low-pitched jerkinhead. Some 12 of these houses 
still remain, Impartmg to the community a most distinctive character. Of these, 
the Gehlen house is perhaps the most important. Located at the southeast end 
of a row of four similar structures, its form and material of construction demon 
strate the characteristic features of the village's historic architecture. The 
building's location in the center of the community reflects its historical importance, 
as it was once the town's post office, hotel, and general store, serving most of 
Tetes des Morts 1 material needs as the two churches, overlooking the village on 
hills at either end of the valley, served its spiritual wants. The barn, despite 
its poor condition, has its own significance, as one of the very few stone 
agricultural structures found in this state.

Both structures were-very probably built by Peter Gehlen (Jan 1 en, on .the'Abstract), 
who owned the property from 1857 to 1870. Gehlen came to the area in 1846, 
and built a flour mil 1 on Tetes des Mortes Creek in 1848 (mill ruins, are still 
visible). During the 1850's, Luxembourg immigrants flowed steadily into the 
community, and, as they prospered, began to build distinctive houses with the 
readily-accessible local stone. The "principal building" was Gehlen 1 s big 
structure at the crossroads, which, with its many activities, functioned as a 
sort of community center for the village.

Addendum: The stone buildings at St. Donatus are clearly a potential historic 
district, and we have been collecting information which could lead to such a 
nomination in the future. The Division of Historic Preservation hopes that 
listing this house in the Register might stir some community interest in an 
historic district, although at present local interests seem to be oriented toward 
providing tract houses for commuters to Dubuque. In a district nomination, the 
Gehlen property would certainly be a pivotal structure, in its role as the physical 
and social heart of the Tetes des Mortes community.
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